Did you assist with the rescue, recovery, cleanup, or related support services following the 9/11 attacks?

If so, you may qualify for medical benefits through the World Trade Center (WTC) Health Program.

You may be an eligible responder if you performed rescue, recovery, or cleanup work in:

- Lower Manhattan (South of Canal Street)
- Ground Zero
- Staten Island Landfill
- Certain Barge Loading Piers
- PATH Tunnel
- NYC Chief Medical Examiner’s Office*
  *must have handled human remains or dust covered body bags

Complete list of eligible groups at www.cdc.gov/wtc/eligiblegroups.html

Learn More.
Call 1-888-982-4748 or visit www.cdc.gov/wtc

The WTC Health Program is administered by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH).